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PADUCAH,KY., WEDNESDAY EVENING,FEBRUARY.28, 1908

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

iT
Necessity
of
NATIONAL LABOR Special Message Dealing With
WHAT ROOSEVELT 'Immediate, IT
JAP PROFESSOR
11 AS,DONE FOR THE Systematic Improvement of Our
PARTY LAUNCHED
Tobacco Trouble in Kentucky is
DECLARES JAPAN
Internal Waterways is Proposed. AT CLEVELAND, 0.
PUBLIC SERVICE
Submitted by Governor Willson. NOT AGGRESSIVE
S)stem and Efficiency Are At- President Roosevelt Explains
tracted by His Demand
Fourfold 'Purpose of Policy

—brResalts.
4

a
y
mmission in
Preliminary Report.

Hu Made 'Unreel Doctrine
Live by Comestent Effort.

fl

The story (riming front Bidlartl
coeutty filet a inait's t2114'011 and
bOlbaired, nits burned while on Iti4

eay to the factory, turns nut to
he a fake pure and simple. There
are No many deft lit•hig told abort
nielit riders and other violations
of the law, that larw1
/
4papers
ehould fe. %toy particular about
publishing them unite.. true.—
Mayfield Meettenifer.

Big Meeting of Federation of Also Discusses county Unit
Labor. Equity Society and
Bill, Tax Reform. Road Law.
Farmers' Tinley.
and Militia Regulations and
Other Matters.

seals May bine Call if Federation Fails to.

BLACKHAND NOTE
Door Policy in Manchuria
Single Aim of Mikado,Says
CAUSES T.LOUIS
Mr. Takahashi,
ITALIANS WORRY Has No Designs on Philippine
Open

teaehington, Feb. 26Or (BPecial.)—
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 26. (i/Pedal>)
Islands.
President 'Roosevelt at noon today
—Governor Willeon sent to the legisSt. Louis, -Feb.-•••••••••-...a,
Ilture
transeettedottrennat
1:11Olistet mtr's°"—
tstiage.
He urges action to end the tobacco Dr. Julius F, Meneatrina is being
kalie. atamentanying the .prellneuary
SUPREME
WHY TAFT NOIOULD SUCICEINIY report of the inland waterways 4:omCOURT
DECISIONS troubles. Ile review* their history guarded by police to protect members NO (X7CASION FOR WAR AT ALI4
ission. He etoa in part:
and comments on the fact that the of the family from the Blackhead.
"I transmit herewith a preliminary
general assembly has done nothing in Meneetrina received a letter threatenthis regard. He asks for assistance ing to cut off his head unless he should
report from the inland waterway* eaglet instead of injuring each other.
Cleveland, Feb. 26—Because of
(Staff ('orreapondenee)
New York. Feb. 24.--Seknyel Taka
for the attorney general's office and leave $500 at a designated spot. The
rouenission, which wee appointed by Both will benefit. but the chief benefit
recent
adverse
federal
Washington. D. C., Feb. 26.— me last March in
supreme court wants the trusts
response to a wide- will accrue to the people in general
investigated in the letter was unsigned. An Italian was hash!, one of the seven "fire-eating”
deolsions, the National Labor party,
Spectacular acblevements crowd Theo spread interest and dentatei
state, and thinks the attorney general arrested near where the money was to professors of the Imperial University
from the through quicker and cheaper trans- embracing the
American Federation should be so
dere Roosevelt's adminietratitins. but people. Thy btutia of tbis
equipped as to handle be left. Menestrina is leader of the of Tokio, who drafted the famous
demand lay portstUon.
of labor, Ste National Farmers*
the historian will miss the mdat solid in the general
local Italians.
memoranda advising the emperor of
itte inquiry.
and admitted isbflHy
Largest lOse.
Make
Union,
the
Annerican
Society
of
feature of his public career if he con- of the railroads to handle promptly
Japan to make war on Russia, is visit, He says the whole state insists 'on
rests
"The
report
throughout
on
the
Equity
and
the
Socialist party, be
thee his pen to the narration of these. the traffic of
ing Ne wYork, en mete around the
on the peerage of the county uttit bill, MANY APPLICATIONS FOR
the country, and espec- tundamental conception that every launched
tonight by the United Trades
One cannot remain long in Washing- ially the mops of the
but depreciates the effort to use it as
POSITION OF ENUMERATOR. world on a mission of peace. After
previous fall.
waterway should be made to serve Trades and Labor council.
ton and watch the routine of the gova measure for political ends.
passing four months in the United
"Our river systemn are better the people as largely and in as many
&tuner action is to be taken in othernment without realizing the un- adapted to the needs of the people
If applications for the position of States, during whia be investigated
He asks reforms in the tax laws,
different ways as posalblet , It is. poor er large cite,. In case the American
elase ability thet the than those of any other country. In
estialit hI
census'enumerators continue to come the immigration problem and the con-.
business to develop a river for navi- Federation refuse-a to call a national and wants new road laws.
president brings to his must probe's extent, distribution, navigability, and
He says the sinking fund commis- in until the next meeting
of the ditions which were productive of the
gation in such a wiry as to.prevent conference, local labor councils will
tasks —Melts that the public generally ease 04 use, they stand first. Yet the
sion should 'be given authority in ev- sebool board, as they have this week, anti-Japanese feeling on the Pacific
It,. use for, power, when by a little issue the call.
never hears about. Tho most solid rivers lot no other civilized country
ery county, where there is militia to the sehocie will have many men from coast, Professor Takahashi contends
foresight it could be made to serve
feature of the president is the power are so poorly developed, so little used, both parposes.
We can not afford ESPARTA NOT RESPONSIBLE. furnish a proper hall for drills, and among whom to pick the three enum- that war between Japan and the
of austained effort and erten his work or play so small a part in the industadvocates the payment of twenty-five erators. Secretary Kelly has been United States is an utter impossibility.
needlessly to sacrifice power to Ore
can be seen In the perspective of the rial> life of the nation as those of the
cents to militiamen for attending flooded with appitcations for the posiJapan stands ready, he asserts, to
Court
Louisiana
Passes Upon Collistears, It will be known that his great I United States.
tions since the announcement was extend a royal welcome to the Pacific
drill.
each
seven.)
on
page
(00Whitned
los
With
President's
Boat,
s pechonaking achievements were not
He thinks $15,000 should be appro- made in The Sun that they would be fleet If that- battleship armada will
"The cononlaelon finds that it was
New Orleans, Feb. 26.—The United
obtained at the price of lassitude and unreguleted
priated for military purposes.
appointed at the next meeting.
railroad
competition
continue its cruise to the mikado's
States circuit court of aatealtoday
indifference in his ordinary adminis- wieeh prevented or destroyed the deHe says the greatest care abduld be
shores. War talk, he toles. is but a
CAIRO OUT OF WATER
handed down a decision that the steam
trative routine.
YOUNG
MAN'S
BARACA
CLASS
velopment of .commerce on our !eland
passing agitation, attempted by the
so.
er Esparta was not responsible for exercised in the matter of appropriaIt Is not too much tO say Milt waterways.
AT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH. jingo and the demagogue. Further,
The Mississippi, or
colliding with the steamer Magnolia tions, as the state will not have MOilentirei)
water
v.thout
was
Cairo
Rome-veil has brought she admires- greatest natural high-wan, hi a case in
Professor Takahashi states that Japan
in 19to5. President Roosevelt was a ey to pato He also asks for Motley to
several
for
tration of the internal affairs of the point. At pne time the traffic upon supply, this morning
complete and equip the new capitol.
Next Sunday morping a young aims to maintain the "open door"
Passenger on the Tdagnolia at the time
government-to a higher plane of la- It was without a rival In any country. bourn, according to trainmen coming of
In his comments on the tobacco men's Baraca class will be organized policy in Manchuria, and
the accident, and although he wee
denies that
situation he discusses the cost of at the First Baptist chureh, and it is his country has any
tegritto and ability Man any Other The report shows that commerce was into Paducah, and the citizens of the not in serious danger, the
desire to obtain
inaccessiplesident tver had them. And in his &even from the Mississippi by-ralt000wnowere greatly inconvenienced. es- bility of the
keeping militia in the dark district, the intention to have all- the young possession of the
place where the collision
Philibinee
dieting
,with foreign nations, be ha roads. Willie production was limited, pecially the big hotels that operate occurred and lack of definite informa- and gays he has done all in his power men of the church in the class. The
"So far as the Philippines are conturned the good-natured tolerance the railways, with their convenient their own heating plants and. depend tion for several hours after the steam- to suppress night riding, which he Rev. M. N. Dodd will instruct, and a cerned: he said, "Japan does
not
with Which the world powers for- terrninati, give quicker and more sat. on the city water efeltidy• No.exPlan, ers struck caused excitement among strongly denounces.
thorough study of the Bible will be want them. In the first place, we
merly viewed the United States, the htfacitoky service than the vraterwats. aeon was given for the supply of wa- the people of the United States.
taken up. The class will meet during are too poor to buy them just
now.
44Ote legislature,
to.eranne that a frown NOW has for a Later they prevented the restoration ter being cut of. . The Illinois Canthe Sunday school hour, in the pas- Then, too, if we could get the
Wands
The
president
was
en
route
front
young man who has just been grad- of river traille by )(coping dowp their tral Railroad company is hauling
SenatortiOtran criticised Gov- tor's study.
their holdings would seriously deNew Orleans to the mouth of the
uated into matare circles, into the rates along the Otero recouping sacks of sand by the car load to be
reply to the senate
ernor W1
range_per ectetemic conditions."
Mitiolesippt. ;Quit,for libel against the
elsestrengthening
the
levee
acid
themseivee
breigher
charge*
vend
hr
of
Use"at attention" they glee to the most
, asking for names
Lrtooltition.
Esparta was brought afiy the governs
They also require wateetplevent Its giving in.
less offices. He said Willson is govpowerful of Sunipeaa
MO BURLEY DIAL
.TheY where
inept,
owned
.-The
Magnolia.
which,
have become screpnleto and respect- fronts and terminels to an extent
erning tly buncombe. The aleChord
SNOWING TODAY
decision
of
a
today's
atlirms
that
and
tobacco bill was put over until Friday
In; in their cleanest with the great re- with* made water competition. imposWinchester, Ky., Feb. 96. (Spe'lower court.
melt:Se because the polky of the sible: Througheet the country the MAYOR SMITH WILL
on motion of McChord. It is believed cial.)—A 'report is out that a deal Is
This afternoon at 2 o'clock a chillthe house is waiting on negotiations on between the American Tobacco
°square deal" has been precipitated toile:eye have secured such control of
BUILD IN COUNTRY
said to be An progress at Winchester company and the burley growers for ing wind came up and shortly snow
Into international relations just as it canals and steamboat lines that today
began fa:ling briskly. The "beautiinland waterway transportation is
between the Trust and burley pool. If 80.000,000 pounds is not
has into our internal affairs.
yet closed, ful" came down
liberally, but on
the
bill
successful
these
are
Nan
no'l
•
The most delicate task the presi- largely In thelr hands. Thum was natMayor James P. Smith has leascil
but the negotiations are in progress. seething the
ground ineltei quickly.
St. Iltersburg. Feb. 26.—The czar pass.
dent has had in foreign relations bas,ural and doubtless inevitable under his 325 acre farm on the Broadway
A decided drop in 'the temperature
and his consort today received 260
At the joint session Beckham rebren the development of the Monroe the eircemetanees, but It should not
road for four years to Samuel Hub- members of the donna
aleved this afternoon.
at Toarko-Selo ceived 56 and Bradley 56, scattering
dot trine in such a way as to peke be allowed 'to continue unless ender
bard and M. et. Tucker, who will palace. Constitutional democrats, reci- 6, necessary to elect 60.
the world powers respect it without careful government regulation.
•
"Contparatively little in..
* and freight start a big daily farm. Mayor Smith tals and Poles preferred for politica,
MURDERER statnENDERS
•
causing the South Amtrican. repubso dined the lease that It will ex- reasons not to attend, although theo BOARD OF HEALTH WILL
BECAUSE HE Is TIRED.
lies to distrust the ,United States. To Is carried by boat which is not carried has
Pueblo, Feb. t6.----4Robert Munn,
BEGIN SPRING CLEANING.
day that result has boon achieved an.1 a part of its Journey by rall also. As pire with bis term of °Mee, when he invitation was general. /
de- w411 build's home on the hill. He
surrendered to the pollee and conthrough a routine of incidents, the report shows, the successful
fessed to killing a man at Litchfield,
out interstate has the plans drawn for the home and
toe
of
velopment
and
be
wil)
cleaning
spring
thorough
A
coupled with certien ronapieuous
require intelligent it was his intention to build there at
Ilk, in January. 1906, in a drunken
walierways
will
gs
health
board
of
the
ordered
by
dip/emetic *teaches.
Whets we sequarrel after the man attacked his
relatkins between once. The Intention was one of the
noon as winter is over, and it was demilted the Panama canal, there was regulation of the
brother. He said he was tired of
water tradle. When this is raein reasons for his desire not to run
cided at a meeting held yesterday'
apparent room for the South Anted- rail and
dodging arrest and couidiet sleep bewiterways will for Mayor.
that the cleaning this year must be
can republice to fear that their power- done the railways and
.•
cause of tear.
The
board
thorough.
genuine
and
ful northern, neighbor might eve,p-'
At an example of how the Charity
_
has under consideration the suestion
tually assert its sway Ober them in
club
has to extend aid to families that
HEINZIA SETTLEMENT.
of proyldhig a way for scavenger
wars more forceful than righteous,
data into Paducah from other towns
'
wagons to reach the docks it the foot
but through the steady routiseefforts 511
and cities, the case of Mrs. Jim Three Million Indebtedness MI
of Boyd street fit all seasons. ,
of the president, that fear has been
Cowan. who with five children came
Financier to Be Liquidated.
dispelled. It is now recognized that
=ail teat week frona
Newornelco_Miteol6 —Creditera-Wel
_
GEORGE-AltOARIVIII
the prectphote aetton of The
n
families tOP whom F. A. Heinse are considering a proSERIOUSLY ILL AT HOME. is cited among 20
Washington, Feb. 26 .(Special.)—
States then was necessary for the
the club has been forced to extend posal made by him for the settlement
The
joint
army
and
militia
maneuvers
safety not only of the United States.
regular conimissions. Today he and in
Mr. George McCabe, president ot aid. In company with Jap Toner, of his indebtedness, which is said to
which the Kentucky troops were
but the whole western hemisphere
Charity clu'b, a' re- be somewhat under 33,4100.000, all
Hume
Ogilvie.
left
for
chief
deputy,
the
Paducah Pole and Timber com- secretary of the
to take part, are called off. Congretw
For It is certain that 'had any other Matter of Compensation is One
visited the home secured by collateral of various kinds.
Prankfert to make final settlement
pany, Is serouttly ill at his home,1•63e porter for The Sun
refused to give the money.
of the family on Bridge alley, near The largest item. amounting to $1.State and Not County Of with the state auditor, who will give
for
Jefferson
His
street.
brother
.
,
Mr.
E.
(Continued on page 6.)
him his quietus for the petit fiscal
Third street bridge over Island 20.0,001, is due the Gould-Cromwell
Prohibk ion Vete.ion.
D. McCabe, arrived today from Chi- the
ficers to consider.
year.
interests, in connection with the Mercreek.
and
'his
cago
to
attend
bedside,
his
Washington, tele 26—CongressARMED 11.4NO OP WHINERS
The sheriff owes the state about men Acheoun has introduced a joint son, Mr. Earl McCabe, of Toronta,
The family, consisting of Charlie, cantile National bank deal. Heins*
RAID RAILROAD STATION.
purchatted 8,0.00 shares of the stock
$2,600 on last year's taxes.
resolution by which congress is asked Canada, is espeeted to arrive tonight 22 years old; Lillie, 20 years old;
The question of salary was broeght to submit to the legislatures of the Mr. McCabe has been ill for several Maggie, 18 years old; Hattie, 12 of that back from Edwin Gould ana
the
of
question,
growing
out
The
Peshawar, India, Feb. 21.--Au
to the attention of the court by a states the question of whether pro- weeks.
years old, and Isaac, 7 years old. his associates, for which he agreed to
armed band raided the railroad eta- settlement with Sheriff Ogilvie with
statement that is said to have been hibition shall prevail throughout the
lived in a two-room double tenement pay $325 a share, and did pay $50
-lion here early today,' wounded -the the fiscal court yosterday, as to
made by a former sheriff, who claims country, and whether,. manufacture as SMOKER AND SOCIAL OF
but practically the family lived in per share In cash. His stock was
station master aid watchtnan, and whether or not the sheriff Afoul. into have made $7,01041 deer of ell ex- well as importation and sale of intoxof
-the
statement
report
a
Its
his
room. The family came to Padu- taken back by the Weald party at
clude
one
BUILDERS'
AfitiOCIATION.
robbed the safe of 60,0 rupees.
receipts and expenditures of his of- &tepees the last year of hie term, and icants shall cease.
cah last week from Eddyville and as $125 a share, leaving a deficit of
fice, that the court might determine besides raising the question with the
The smoker and social session hel they arrived before their famiture 11,2oloottle on that account,
whether he had recolVed anything in present sheriff al to the emoluments
Albany. Feb. 26.—The senate over last might by the Mellen, 'aseocia- they were compelled to sleep in a
camel of b5:000 above the expenses of the °Mee the present terra county the Mean•nendation of Govertau_
their atiethetrartere on Smelt
Toone entother-flooO. -The room-a
an Investigation
are
of the °Mee, was finally settlea bilhe
Hughes, decided by a vote of 30 to 15 Fourth street was a success. About was heated by one small stove.
1.0111b, Feb. 26 —Daniel Naugh- voluntary offer of the sheriff to
determine
re- to
whether excessive
insurance 18 members were prespeot, and the, The oldest boy Is almost blind, as he
ton, assistant clerk of the house of fund to the county or *tate It IL be amounts 'received by former sheriffs to retain Superintendent of
Kelsey in office. It is the most open evening was spent in impeomptu Is only able to guide himself on a
delegates, today was found guilty of show* after an Onvestigation by the cannot be recovered.
talk* from the members along He bright and sunny day. When th•
rebuff given any governor in years.
icing accessory after the fact to the iwoper authorities that he has reAecording to the opinion of leadHoe of improvernertis that have been home was visited the boy was workalleged bribery of two delegates and ceived any more than the statutory ing attorneys the only person who
work. Refresh- ing on a skiff. From exposure the
beneficial in their
41*
sentenced to pity a fine of $100 and compensation. The agreement was catt make an investigation is the state
HEATER,.
menta were served
whole family became ill, and Mt
move-three mouths lit jail. Two dele entered as of record and the sheriff Inspector.
Toner was forced 'to send groceries
gates, who have been Indicted, are to wee given his receipt for taxes coluntil they recovered.
be tried.'
lected and paid, and was gnawed 'his AX SLIPPED FROM FATHER'S
The 'family/came here from EddyRAND AND HURT CHILD.
vine, where they went to see their
mem 01
Frankfort, Ky.. Feb 211—(SPe'
father, Jim Cowan, who is in the pena
eist 1—The senate passed the bill, proitentiary
serving
a
21
year
sentence
Fele--24.—(SPeolel-)
1
Woman's Rome 3111iia"
for the murder of Warren Wobdwerd viding that the pollee force In cities
—John Stierriil, the-six-year-old son
/
Trimble Street.
three miles below Rmithland about of the second Oats must nunrber not
Mr.
Wade
Morrill.
of
had
of
Lamont,
The W'oman's Home Mission society
five years ago. It will be remembered less than 20 nor more than 75.
gash
cut
in
his
a
deep
right
leg
this
ot the Trimble Street Methodist
by citizens f Paducah that Cowan shot
morning by a glancing nett of ad att.
cleareh met at the home of Mrs. J. J.
and killed Woodward after a quarrel
His father was rutting stovewood and
Young and after the business session
MISS LUCY WOODS
among their children, which was
the led was picking up chips when
the following officers for the ensuing
taken up by the parents. Since the
the
ax
and
cut
his
leg,
Dr.
'ripped
year were elected: Mrs. D T. !tains,
St. Louie Feb. 2e -- Federal Jedie murder the family has been wanderMies Lucy Woods, 17 years old,
S. Z. Holland, of Grahaniville. dressed
president; Mrs. .1 J. Young. first
Dyer, charging a special grand jury ing up and down the river on shanty died of consunaptlign
Shia mernthe injury.
vice president; Mrs. 0. M. DOdd, /Petoday, Instructed them to probe the boats. Recently an attempt has be- tnw at the home or h.r sister, Mrs.
und vice president; Mrs. .1. M, °entry
etenoothe, Mo., Feb. 26.—An at- SLOPED ON PLANK tN))
railroad rebate cases, which will be gun to have Cowan pardoned.
Thristy Haybeck. seven miles out on
third vice president; MTN. A. M Peale
tempt
was made last night to weerk
before them. The district attorCases of this nature have been the Calvert City road
Put
Pier' father.
BROKE
1.1.3.1t
HER
WRIST.
recording
Mrs
C.
P.
taln,
secretary:
City-St. Louis train at
ney Is said to have already prepared numerous this year. and a constant Mr. Plci Woods. lives at fiemeonia.
Houseman, eorreepoteting secretary; the Kansas
Twelve big logs were piled
indictments against the Frisco rail- drain has been made Mb the Charity Miss Woods is survived by Mrs Mat
Frost On a plank walk teemed Was
Mrs. J. C. Martin, treasurer; Mrs, T. Indeetown.
which let% Jennie ,Emery, the fifteen-year-old
road charging the road with granting club. 'despite the watehfulness of Sec JOIlea and sevetrobrothers, Memos.
L. Darnell, agent for "Our !lowest," on the track for the train,
at 9 o'clock. The pas- daughter of Mrs. Martha Emery, 104
rebates to a Kansa!, City lumber firm. retary Toner. Even Me sending of a Cliff, Clyde, Eel*. Rodney. Carl,
Mes. C. P. Houseman was elected Kansas City
late
and a freight tootle bit Caldwell street. to slip and fall the
senger
was
The proecedIngs are said to be carry- small order of groceries to one family Grover and Owen Woods. The funeral
Martin
alterIL'J. C.
delatpita.,
Little damage IMO morning, !treating her left arm at the
ing oat instructions recently received the best types anti shipped them and will be held tomorrow afteinuon at
reitehIng annual meet- th.• obstruction
nets to the
O'clock at the residence ttf
Oettersite fair and colder tonight from Attorney tienerat itenaterte taken Into consideration that perhaps
her Asing of the Woman's Home Mission atisett. because Ow froik.ht was rote. wrist The Ohl worked at the Pluto ter. The burial will to in Woodalf
coeference, March 31. to April 3, at nine Cowl) to take a switch. Secret esh DOI and' Itasket factory. Dr. and Tharsday. Fillibest temperature similar to charges on which the Stand- Oi families that have drifted (hi
.esietery agog Benton,
*'
,415; low,*
„.ard Oil was Awed.
have the sante ,
lierViCe men are worklag.„
tn. tractor..
es.
•
t.
-1.- to
•
- - _
•

j
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BIUMS SETTLEMENT WITH COUNTY
liCCIFED WITHOUT ANY QUESTIONS

WHOLE FAMILY IS
CHARITY CHARGE
SINCE ARRIVAL

JOINT MANEUVERS
ARMY AND MILITIA
ELLIOT BE HELD

ST. LOUIS IIIUSERT CASE

111111111111 POLICE
MEASURE PASSED
IN SENATE TODAY

FEDERAL JURY IS
10 PROBE REBATE
RAILROAD CASES

AMENDER WRECK
AVERTED BY LATE
TRAIN LAST NIGHT

•

COLDER

•

I

I .

5.
ewe LliLlte. 100 YEARS
Is the ley of the household, for without
Mr Jame" Celehiest Itrovra's Opine's.
it no happiness can be complete. How
sweet the picture of mother and babel
Sir )ames Criebton Brown, of EngAngels 6110110 at and commend the
Tad, at the aggress of the Royal
thoughts and aspirations of the mother
institoteef Pelgic Health in London,
bending GVIllf the cradle. The ordeal through
"Urea and Ow Mouse."
gave a lecture on old age. He states
howpass,
mother
must
expectant
the
which
Next Thursday evaplag Henry B.
Fry our ready-Li wear Putt
right
live
should
every
Penton
if
she
that
that
ever, is so full of danger and suffering
Connects New Jersey and Man- and take tee proper care, 1.6 live one Harris Till present at The Kentucky
Seta. We carry a cumplete
looks forward to the hour when she shall feel
line ef high grade Hair
tundeed years would be a matter of Charles Klein's play, .-ra. Lion and
hattan.
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
the Mouse." The charasters that Mr.
Goods-Switches, Coronet
Course.
childhorror
of
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and
Braids Bangs, Waves,
—...aaThere iseto excuse for feebleness at Klein has introduced in his drama are
birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
the age of fifty, slaty or even seventy. said to be perfect types of the class of
Pompadrours, Hells, Hair
liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all Opening Ceremoides Partkepated tri Iii every
Nets, etc. Everything for
pt•rsoa there is a constant Anwrieans one meets every day.
the parts, and assists nature in
By ituotweeR, Goverwart, titsgiws
change taking place in the teatime There was no exaggeration employed
the hair dress now tar
Its sublime work. By its ,aid
and .Furt.
and JIM( so long as the supply equals In making them a part ofa thrilling
popular, at the lowest
thousands of women have
or exceeds the waste, just so lung will story of Mr. Klein's brilliant coneepprices. Switches and puffs
tion and John Burkett Ryder, the
passed this great crisis in perarid age be warded-off.
made out of, you% own
fect safety arid without pain.
one finds their energies tiag- richest man in the worn!, Shirley
cJes1)1mm
utTsiNsr.ss When
oUT
OF
Ft'it It i t:s
gieg, the organs acting steely and Rossniore, who niatehts wits with him
Sold at $1 oo per bottle by druggists. Our book
and
wius;
Jefferson'
selfRyder,
the
less effectually , the blood sluggish,
of priceless value to all greaten sent free. Address
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BABY'S
VOICE

•

*

TO DRE,SS YOUR NAIR
IN THE LATEST MODE

•

moTHERls
FRIEND

MRS. A. C. CLARK

AT BARLOW

It

SCHMAUS BROS.

W. B. PAR.R.ISH

for

Buy Your Coal of the New Gal Campasy.

MITCHELL

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?

•

BROWNING

•

PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123

STAR LAUNDRY
Yriseth

REHEARSALS

Popular Works of Fiction

YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous-but a 'calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
hie -for the time when you will need money-there
is only one way to do it-save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today-a dolls; will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings accounts if left with as six months or longer.
_
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Neuralgia
Pains
Are the result of an
abnormal condition of
the more prominent nerve

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 Ilfsadw ay
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CURTAIN
STRETCH ERS
flialloaary
Tins

Easel
Back
With
Adjustible
Pins

$1.50

$2.00

Plain
Back
With

"I bare nmeralips headisehe light
ewer my eyes. and I am really afraid
That my arra will burst. 1 also have
neuralgia jpaln around my heart. I
have been taking Dr Mlles AntiPain Pills recently and find they 'relieve these troubles mutably. I eeldom
find It necessary to take more thrum
two tablets for consperes mind."
YRS.- RATHERLNE 113AdlTtIN
111? Vailsy Wt. Carthage. Mo.
"I hays ewtai spade of neuralgia
and hams doetered a great deal without getting much benefit
For the
IAA two Yellin{ I have beef, taking
Dr. Mlles' Anti-Pain kills arid they
always relieve me. I have to-en so
bad with neuralgia that I sometimes
thought I would go entity. Sometimes
It is nirepsrary to twee two of them.
but miaow more and they are rine kr
MRS. FERRIER,
gee,
* me."
9454 Lye& St.,
Vow druggist Ails Or. Milos' AntiPain Pins. iind we authorize him te
return the price of first package (orry)
If it fails to benefit you.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart,Ind

Set

Set

SEE MODEL IN SHOW WINDOW

Ask for FRFF, booklet on how to
wash and dry

LACES CURTA 1 NS

L. W." HENNEBERGER CO:
r

‘`Th‘e 11(

122-4'l 111101DW11

P

branches, caused by congestion, irritation, or disease. If you want to relieve thepain try Dr.Miles'
likuti-Pain Pills. They,
-often-relieve, when everything else fails. T
-41ealte no diza
after-effects
'Just a
pleasurable sense of re-lief. Try them.

Tr

I BAND DATERS
Are of kreat
Consequeace
By the turn of a band you
nave the correct date to 1912.
The cost is small and tb•
time saved is no comparison.

eerpo, rtool •

(>1 Qt.itility"
KOID PHONES he
1W0121111111111111111111i

The Diamond Stamp Work
115 1 Third It

Philo ral

Now, don't you forget it, we cut the prices
on books whenever it is possible.

Pinot in The Kent-mew WM Be Held
Tesdelit—Actors Go Through
Their Parts Sorrotserfuny.

All

sr.,
. r

FARNIERS MOVING OUT.
The lifts rehearsal of Prof. William
Deal's operetta. "Barbee." which will
be presented Friday night at the Kenucky theater for the benefit of the
D. A. R. memorial fountain fund will
be held in the Kentucky theater tonight. The singers, dancers and chores
have been rehearsing elsewhere and
are almost perfect In their parts, The
Piece is tuneful and the story later
est ing. while the _ egeletlauces au& esat 'efigetalties by the best talent
obtainable will make the performance
a notabie one.

Tobacco Sabres-% 1.ioling Where Then
Are Na Mobs,

Practicing the new arts of ;ageism
became too Intricate for E. S. Miller,
and Bill South, known 'as the "Mayor
of Doglown," Mat night, and they resorted to plain old hard licks. They
were practicing their art on Broadway near First street, when it resulted in a light. Patrolmen Cross and
Johnson did not approve of their
manner of elusgiaS, and ambled
them. In police court Miller was
fined $5 and crises for breach of the
peace, and Booth was diastase&
Scales bead ehowed Otat be bad reeetved the worst of the niiii.

WHAT CAHMFA 'MADAME
From October to Al..s, Colds are the
most frequent cause of Headache.
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE removes Carta!). B. W. Greve on box.
25c.

Maysville, Ky., Feb.•26.—Over the
county of Mason ti speeding the scare
of depopulation. Some of. the most
prominent growers in the county
were in Maysville last week *deafening their belongings and announcing
that they will Move southwest as Dorm
their- epees np.
They say that they are dependent
upon th-elr crops, and that if they sr..
not allowed to grow when they choose'
they will go to some *tate where they
KITT* Gorr Pr VIIIHNIENT
can. It. Is feared that many farmers
ENODGIII ON THE STRFXT. in Xiamen witi-teliew suit.

Hudson Hirer Ire.
Meng the Hudson river, where
more ice is harvested than In any other section\of the country, electric motors are being extensively used in
haCtifing the crop for next summer's
rade. Out on the surface of tbi
river the lee is being marked and rut
with "ploughs" drawn by horses. The
rake* are spudded off by hand and
limited to the electrically operated
theta conveyors, where they are automntiettity befitted from the water
and hurried to the ice houses. As the
rakes pass along on She conveyors
they go through the various finishing
machines. One device
the
trims
cakes to the proper size; another
shaves the top of each. because passing trains and tile smoke from nearby
cities have left a serlimeat of exit on
the seance of the ice. This machine
also trims off all snow, lee. which does
riot keep well. The Ice is hoisted and
carried to the most remote corner of
the great ice houses entirely by electricity. The packers only have to
shove elite cake into its place as fast
an It comes. -Nsw York Tribune

_
1111 BOOK ANO
MUSIC MA N
Now at 313 Broadway

D. E. WILSON
Phone 313

AUDITORIUM RINK
Saturday Night, Feb. 29

Leap Year Party
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"Poor man' You took as if you'
had been east among the breakers!"
thlog. mum, I was cast
among the brokers."—Rouston Post.
•
Every man hart writ to keep his
opinions to !remelt'.

,At

fiet a Kodak
and get it now
so you do not
miss some of
those beautiful
frost- bedecked
winter scenes
that are so plentiful now.
,. rwrsim

W. B. McPherson
Both Plows
Telvittity•I
glici • crti • to any
I'"t of the I ity In Ifti minutes.
Isiah phones No. ISO,

•

,
The Kentucky
•
Thursday

HENRY B. HARRIS
N Presents
Charles

F ilahrualry

.27'
Prices $1.50 to 2k.
Seats „„ „„ie wed„,.',,,,y ,
•

9 a. in.

Klein's Iireat American

fur

THE LION
AND

THE MOUSE
'

lire

Slice's& if the

Centro

Teo ‘,sirs in New York
in

nine months

Chicago, six months in Boston.
_
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CHEERY TALK
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FABLES

FIRST DAY OF
INyEsTIGATioN IN METROPOLIS

6111 US d Share of Yost
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arid makes it look like new.
-1431A WO

I

Can

handle ally size-

large.- itinz up botludinnea

NEW CITY LAUNDRY &

WHAT ROOSEVELT

There hi a Heap of Solace in tieing,
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By every test the very best! Why?
Because it's refined by our own exclusive
Wesson process, ensuring the -Whole_
someness of Nature with the purity 01
science,-the satisfactory combination of
,Nature.and art in manufacture. No other
cooking-fat is anywhere near so good,
because none other can contain the best _
of Nature purified h the Wesson.process.
All other cooking-fats_imust be inferior.
-./
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Notice to Subscribers .
I-uhscribers are cautioned not to toe alarmed or coerced

liy

the falre

reports now' heinueiretilated.

All fir,

alarms and pollee ealls are transmitted. promptly to
5
the departments.

East Tennessee,jelephone Co.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR- MAGAZINES
It is a great dest.chrzuer to place annual • eubecriettore to several magezeies at the same Um e and order them CI ti.v...her fromwista.ly ate otettecnb• to theta
MIL *au it Is to-buy the "MeV
euniJination Pub offei• are now made by *11011 sots.
asearatel).
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r ssa-iree you want to lake next )oar, sod we will
rig now equote. the combtaation price, ehifielog savire to be effected.
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'AtPIA -11.ifIG A I MS.
Cosmopolitan ... ..81 00
MeClere's Illesszla• $1.60
or American
..1.00
Thema Magazine
Meador Magazine.... 1.00
Success
.1.0.
Metropolitan
..1.60
or American
or World Today
$3.011'
•
or Woman', Home
All for $2.30
Companion
SC.00.
All for 113.00,11alf Price
Wedskly Inter Ooesti
. ..81 00
anti Farmor
Rea.1.-r Magazine ...r.00
Mag41,:ne
.f4t1
Merles- of Revs ..3.0O
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- or Smart Set
6!
CC 00

•-••••• setelnesie............-e•••••••••••••••••••
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faith faebions)
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Hoed. Ilagazitie ..•
o
_
et ;et
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meth for BLOIS

risbpr

Oomplete hutrwriptioa Oda/ogee, with' bvauWal Harrison
cover. listing all magazines singly and in clubs at lowest metes, beet
you free on rerelpt. of postal card request.

_
Central Magazine Agency • - Indianapolis. Indiana.

•

The Hobbs-Merrill Company.
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A Datsgeriori operation.
is the removal of the appendix by a
Dr.
surgo'on. 2eo one who takes
Eiltaet New IAN Pills is ever intleiteled to this frightful ordeal. They work
to qeletly you don't feel them. They
cure conetipation, headache, Milkman..., and malaria. 25c at all druggists
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Jack Beam

Phone 479
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No Clinkers

The Price le Down
!The Quality in Up
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Moth for llat.sie, Half Prlor,
Home Magazine ....Si 00
1.50
Meelere's . . . .
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12 sd .
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vance,.for The Daily Sun, which affords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is 'virtually a daily letter
from home.

Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
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FREE
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tively heavy sales Welte made. receipta The foliowing prices are quoted:
preetrion is recommended highly made
(Incorporated.)
will ultimately, through the
$ 4.60 to $ 725 in t
were enormeue and things generally Low lugs
cases, and the sufferer should
natural growth and orderly developGood lugs
8.00eto
were set the up grade
9.25
111USINF.S.S nen say latAth.:HoN'S la TIN
mix it al home: Compound Kargon, ment
of out population and induptries BEST T II E E months' Bookkeeping by ILTALNSVILLE. P A Dl7C A II AND
$.26 to
9.50 one
leifty hogsheads of tobacco were Medium Ines
ounce.; Fluid ileettrael Dandelion. reach,
CAIRO LIND.
copyrighted methods equals
DRAUGHON's
enormoue
amounts.
(Ammon
lugs
7.50 to
8 00
A fair 1111 elec.'s-here. yilt$ or the U. S. COURT MEsold by the Planters' Protective ease.
one-half outice; Compound Syrup share of the
increaseesbould be safe- !PORTERS write the Shorthand itrau alma
_10.00 to 10.75
elation, making a total of 13.0 hogs- Low leaf
flarsaparela, three ounces. Shake guarded for the
(laceirporated.)
&tient of the people, teaches. Write for prices on lessons In Short11.00 to 12.00 well and
heeds sod so tar this season. Prices Comm qn leaf
Bookkeeping, Penmanship, etc, BY
use in teaspoonful doses after from whose labor
it springs. The hand,
ramped from $'7 to $10 for lugs and Medium leaf
12.50 to 13.5,0 each
StatesIn
colleges
IT
gen or AT COLLEGE Go
mea: and at bedtime.
proceeds thus secured, after the cost PoeIT1oNs secured or Mt)•k 11
Enter EVANSVILLE-RADUCAll PACKICTI
$10 to $12 for low to common lest. Good leaf
•
14.00 to ,15'.50
Where any of the symptoms enum- of admilstration
ume;no vacation. catalogue FILL&
any
and
Indications are that next week some
Improvement
erated above are present, good re- has been met,
should naturatle be de(Daily Except Sunday.)
better class tobacco will be disposed
Tolva
.
eco Sent Across Ocean.
sults are sure to follow Immediately votee to the
development of our In- vigoreuslyktogether, and at once,. The
of, the local salesman now beings ere
Mayfield Ky, Feb. 26.-Captaln the use of this simple
land
prescription.
waterways.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
gaged in preparing about 30 hems- R. T. Albritton, warehouseman for
organisation, powers
cruestions
'Running water Is a most valuable
u.Litois cKsrrnAL sx'wade from sole witielt will range la the tobacco paeociation. Tuesday sent
and apprapriations are now before Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evansnatural asset of Hie people. and there
ounaKno- DULLICTIN.
price from -$11-14 to $15. Reeeillte ten samples'ofadark tobacco to forthe congress. -There is urgent need ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
is urgent need for confer-vine it
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
for for prompt end decisive action.
of topes of prised tobacco were large. eign „people arrow the ocean. There
navigation, for power:for irrigotion.
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
Sales of association tobacco are seems to be a great demand not only
The Report.
and for domestic and municipal suplandings at 8 a. m, sharp, daily, ex•
airing outdo steadily at nearly every on this sideedr the-country but across
The report says in introduction:
ply.
"The possibilities of inland.naviga- cept Sunday. Speotal excursion ratio
market in the district. As yet those the great waters for association to"The commission was appointed to
ra!).-a a re stifil:1 lets and are being 4saeco. Mr. Albritton selected ten of
tion' are Indicated by the fact' Mat now in effect from Paducab to Cairo
obtain information concerning our wa
there are in mainland United States and return, with or without meals
!Knight more as Olaf orders: than any- the he* tspes and shipped them and
terways as related to the general Welthing elite.
some 25,0400 miles of navigated rivers ad room. Good music and table asThese are expected to the pretdietkin is that a large kale will
• The following reduced rates
fare. Much work was done, but Mere
•
and at least an equal amount which surpassed.
eontinue oriel! obeet_ April 1, ether Melt. _ _
are iumonneed:
(Osseinned
*Autism to be -douse before a pletn Tor
•
from page one.)
For further information apply is
are- triseleealtle or theett be made so by
the
export
,and
trade
open
then
will
MARDI GRAS
their developinent can be prepared
miles of navigable canals. and S. A. Yowler, Gereral Pass. Agent, or
2,500
the
holdings
are
etpected
to
go
rapNew orliana, La.. March S.
Suburbaris Clorweron-----Say. you ad- 'cation, or irrigation to domestic
In detail. .We need additional inforwafer
over 2:7.10 miles of sounds, bays And Given- Yowler, City Pass. Agent, as
idly. 111108.
vert** this--this hole in the ground aupply, when by taking
mation on the flow of our streams:
thought
bayous readily connectable by canals rowler-Crumbaugh & Co's 011ee,
Where's the we may have all three.
the condition of channels, the amount
as Lookout veer:wee.
aggregating less than 1,41(I11 miles in First and Broadway.
rps_thi_cw_m_geowL_o _14 the
• 44.
-water
--t-Terety--erreariv-Idrouidmierogenois ventral.Railroad eonsmany farmers were taking advantage Property-What? Done see it! Why, the utmost.
No stream can be so ments for terminals, the area in each lng the Atlantic and Gulf coasts',Any Will sell round trip WhST. LOUIS & TE*NE/38EB RIVALS
of the ruling made a week ago by man alkre, you bad to come down the used unless such use Is
watershed
which
should
be kept un- these being additional to some thouplanned 'for
ets on FebrearT 26. 27. ".
der forest, and the means-of prevent'Mich th-ey are allbwed to become terrace In order to get here."-r-Puek. In advance. When such
between
(recirotred
miles
PACKET COMPANY.
Wane
of
sands
are
29 and onalarch 1 and 2.
ing soil-waste and the consequent
rIP we shall find that, instead
leading ports) of regularly navigated
of 1n190". for Ti4.115. good re(Incorporated.)
terfering, one use can often be made damage to our rivers. But. it is waters, in lakes and land-locked bayt.
turning until NLirch 10, 1908.
to assist another. Each river seatem. neither necessary nor desirable to These waterways lie in or along the.
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
front its headwaters in the forest to postpone the beginning of the Work borders of Alabama, Arkansas, Calle
its mouth on the mast, is a single until all the -fats are ebtained.
We fortes, Connecticut. Delaware.
STEAMER eLYDE
unit and iihould be treated as such. have suffered heavily in the past from
Georgia, Idaho, Illinois. Indiana,
Navigvation of the „lower reaches of a the lack of adequate transportation Iowa. Kansas. Kentucky, Louisiana, Leave*
Paducah for Teanesnee Rives
stream-cad be fully developed without (*MHO'', and unless a beginning Is Maine, Maryland. Mossachu-setts. Mich
For information, apply to
Every Wednesday al 4,. in.
made
promptly
We
e
and
Fifth
Office,
shall
the
control
of &Sods and Iq,w watere
suffer still Iran, Minnesota. Mississippi. etiseouri,
.City Ticket
./e1•1•••••=••••
by storage and drainage.- Navigable more heavily in the futtlre.
Broadway or Union Depot.
Montana. Nebraska, New Hampshire, A. W. WRIGHT ..a.
Maass
"The first of these course concerns
ebannels are directly concerned with
J. T. DONQ VAN,
New Jersey, New York, North Carothe protection of source waters, and the Mississippi and its tributaries. lina. North Dakota, phicre Oklahoma.
Agt City Ticket Clio.
IITYGILVII ROBINSON
with soil eresion which takes the ma- whose commercial development will Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
R. Y.PRATHER,
directly
affect
half
our
terials
for
people. The South -Carolina, South Dakota, Tenbars and shoals from the
Arent Union Depot
This company Is not raapansibi•
richest portions of our farm?. The Mississippi should be made a loep nessee, Texas„ Vermont.
for invoice cleanses unless Ilsiestspe
use of, a stream for domestic and of the sea - and work upon -it stoned Washington, West Virginia atid Wie0
- the clerk of the boat. • ---municipal water supply, for power, be begun at the earliest passible mo- corisheeteeee
ntsTeet whIle ThO'leand in mask cases for irrigation, must ment. Only less important•le the At- velopment of rivers for irrigation,
Special excursion rates from Padalantic inner passage, parts of which
also be taken into full account.
power and other .purposes will also
ads to Waterloo Fare for the ‘ronall
'The development of our inland are already under way. The Inner render navigable certain
waterway,
trip 81;1.00. Loaves Paducah every
es along the Gulf coast should
waterways will have results far "beIn -Arisona, Colorado. Nevada, New Wednesday
at 4 p. m.
y:end the immediate gain to commerce. be extended and connected with the Mexico, Utah and Wyoming."
Deep chaaneis along the Atlantic and Atlantic waters. The meed for the
Gulf coast. and from the Gulf to the developing of the Pacific coast rivers
Great Lakes will have high value for is Dot less pressing.
•
Definite Policy.
the-national defense. The use of wa"The first condition of suocesful
ter-power will measurably ritlieve tho
drain upon our dimintshing supplies development of our waterways is a
of coal, and traneported by water in- definite and progressive policy. The
stead of rail only will teed to conserve second is a oracrete general • plan.
GU' iron. Forest pretatitipn, without prepared by the best experts available,
whet river improvement cannot be covering every use to which our
permanent, will at the same time help streams can be put. We shall not
to perstpone the threatened timber succeed until the responsibility of adfamine, and will secure as against a ministering the polley and . executing
total dearth of timber by providing and extending the plan In definitely
for the perpetuation of (tie remaining laid on one man or grouper melt who
woodlands. Irrigation will create the can be held accountable. No Project
means Of livelihood for millions of should be begun until the funds usepeople. and supplies of pure eater esSary to complete it promptly afe
will powerfully promote the public provided, and no plan once under way
'health. If the poleo of waterway ine- should be changed except for grave
Work once begun should
provement here re ommended is car- reasons.
ried out, It will affect for good every be prosecuted steadily and -vigorously
ettlien of the republic. The national to completion. The declaim to undergovernment must play the leading take any Proket should rest on actue)
'part In securing the largest possible need alwertalwed by Investigation and
use of our watiewaye; ether &pocks judgment of expertise:ill on its Tetalead assist, and should Assist. Imt the Con to gregt river uyeteine or to the
'Wert is essentially
it. general plan, and never • on Isere
e national In
clamor.
hen
"The linproument of our inland
Co.ordinatiag Work.
"The various 11S4•51 of waterways waterways can aairlboald be made
are now dealt with by bureaus scat- to pay for itself so for as practicabie
C
depart- from the incidental proceeds from
tered through four fedetal
:nests. At present. therefore. it Is not eater-power and other uses. Navigapossible to deal with a river syslem tion should of course, be free, lett
as a single problem. But the (Nom- the greatest return will come from
Mholon here reeeniniends • volley tin- the increased commerce, growth and
der which all the commercial and in- prosperity of OUT people. Foe this
dustrial uses of. the waterwtrysi may we have already waited too lime.
be developed at the same time. 'To Adequate funds should be provided,
ri a ireneral
that end, ceneress should - provide by bond Issue If nocesicary, and the
livery business.
adtulnistretIve
longer.
delayed
no
be
phouli,,
Work
machinery
for
some
waterways
co-ordinating (tie' work of the various; The development of our
I3ruggItst
department too far u It relates to and the eeniservation of out forests
are the two most pressing
waterways.
Seventh and ilmedweg,
"The commission recognises that ne‘ds of the countrr. They are interthe Ord of improving our inland wa- dependent, and they should be Met
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REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.

tentative members of the association
by signing an agreement to join in
full feel sod be idMItted lo mem.
when the bookrere reopened
May 1. One eemmitteeinau re11
6404;4 that h.- had ilesad) secured
tbirty names in glib we) and entitle r
reported twelve signatures. As heeled
before. this agreement does not admit
the signers to full fellowship at the
time but is merely an indication of
thee desire and willingness to do no it
the books were open and their intention of joining when they are again
reopened. It is believed that when
Mail eumes prattlegit,Avery_ fainter
thee county will have his name on
tile Membership book.
Mr. .1." W. Posed, who has been
teaduettwg experiments with vartod
kinds of tobacco under the supervision
of the agricultural departmeut for the
purpose of determining which variety
is 'best adapted, to this seetion, reported that in his opinion "Madolee
offered the best retUrns.

SHAKE THIS WELL
IN A BOTTLE

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK

Highly
aeription for Kidney
( Bladder Troubles and Rheumatism Which is Really Good

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second aad third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included, prices
reasonaHc.

PADOCAL T.

4

•

HENRY 11111111EN9 JR

lEPICAN.69/01AN N iTI0NAL BANK

siornotes.

LAIM NEW STATE NOM

KILL ma COUCH
CURIE
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LUNGS
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King's
lisiv4 Dismay

.wtrtDr6

FOR MEW daSet,

a

•

•
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•
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DRAUGHON'S

IIIEDUTB, URGENT
Li'Agin OF

- City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter. Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.

•

-

Did

If Yoti Want to

you ever try

Make Good

tonight,take your best
girl a box of

GAS COKE

Whitman's

i

3
I
•

6

Ask some of our 200
customers about it.

Candy

When you want quality, either in cut flowers,
floral designs or plants,
order from

BRUNSON'S

FLOWER STORE

50c==60c:=80c

521 Inaba,. le

318

The Pound
AT

The Paducah Ugh!&Poo Co.

is

•

SAL

WINSTEAD

buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses,

lutulti Wiry CD luny
Fi 'sited

C
5.

V rilT
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ear uctor of mute': in -SW departmental
grades, have thought of a plea
the difficulty by giving a olliacert neat month or the first part of
April to raise money to rent a piano.
The giddy of music would be enure
ea4ler, and Ilio piano is almost s.
necessity for better work. The High
school has a piano, but it is imposatble to use this for the grades. In the
concert a splendid program will be
arranged. and it will be given at the
High bt boo,.
Stipetintendeut Carnagey will return from Washington early' Saturday morn:ng. All the superiatendents
went from Louisville in a bOdy.
The Cadet class did not meet this
afternoon owing to the absente or
Professor Carnagey.
The Blues and Whites will have a
practice basketball game this afternoon at the Eagles' gymnasium. Only
two more practive games will be he!d
before she etesesploaship sera* will
begin;
Mifs Catherine Powell. of the Wash
ingtou building, resumed charge of
her runni this morning.

SEED POTATOES
solve
AND ONION SETS,
Will

be Sold When Weather
Opens Presently.

Itemsrluble Dean:aid for Old raletelagr
Mut (Naiinr) Huller i.. carce
Article.

,.lItE BOUGHT
MANY INCUBATOR:

Sales on seed potatoes and onion
Nets have opened, but dealers report
that the sales have been slow owing
to the cold and wet weather. Soon
as warm weather begins the sale is
. expected to be brisk. although when
the farmer goes to buy his seeds and
sets he will find that the price has
Talented.
gone skyward. Onion sets are retailing for about $3.25 a bushel, while
seed potatoes are not .selling under
$1 • bushel. The scarcity in the northern martets has had its effect here.
There is a remarkable demand at
present for old cabbage. Produce
dealers have tried to fill the want by
receiving new cabbage. but the price
is so high that they do not have a;
ready sale. Many farmers come to
the city, and buy cabbage by tha hundred pounds. They are not grown
much in McCracken counts. and as
the demand is good the price is correspondingly high, and - dealers sell
--I them for $1.10 to $1.2.5 the hundred
pounds. Sauer kraut is in goad de
mend now, and the Germans are not
the only ones buying kraut. .
Country butter is almost a treasure
on market this week. The best coun
Ile-What a lovely completion,
Miss
try butter has disappeared almost. rinidelgh has!
but the price remains 25 cents-the She- Yes. That ,girfs'a born artist.
pound, although some dealses denial's! ..--New York -Mali.
30 cents.
There is a scarcity- of poultry on
the market, and many of the farmeci;
are preparing to see that this does no
happen next year. In the past few
days the dealers in incubators have
, been doing a land office business and INDORSE CA NDIDATE.Si FOR NA,- TIONAL OFFICEILS.
the mail order houses are reciving
many orders for the artificial hen,.
The farmers around Paducah WiN
have more incubators in operation
this spring than ever before, accord- Also Indorse Action of General Council in Ordering Out Telephones
ing to a local dealer.
of East Tennessee Co.
Much of the proper& chicken feed

TYPOS MEET

Is being used by the chicken raisers
now, and the use of wheat, corn and
eats as feed has ceased somewhat.
The Typographical union endorsed
_ However, the scarcity of poultry on the foRowlog caadidatew for office of
promisild
relieves;
to be
the Market is
the national offioes.: President, S. H.
as in a few weeks and many spring
Hudspeth. of New °fleets's; vise preschickens will be offered for sale.
ident. J. W. Hays, of Minneapolis:
S1'r,
retary-trearuser, J. W. Bramwood
alr_
is president of the union now, and a
candidate for re-election, but the Paducah printers are in favor- of Mr.
The study of music in the depart- Hudspeth. who has been a diligent
mental work has reached such a point workar for the union. Mr. Hudspeth
that a piano is needed to accompany is a southeru man, and his work in
the children in their vocal lessons. the south has been remarkable. He
M:ss Caroline •Ham. supervisor of is president of the New Orleans union,
was ..fganizer of the southern
atusic, and Miss Emma Acker. in-

SCHOOL, NOTES

district for four rears. The electkin
will be held in May. Delegates to the
American Federation of Labor wore
endorsed also.
The vote
the Typographical
afte.rii4ssi
Was
unites - yesterasiy
unanimous in
ing the action
courscil in retaken by the weer
moving the teieph
or the Ewa
Tennessee Telephone coins-any from
the city departiients.

cir

ESTELLA DAVIS
futtlitrrs DuistAsE

DIES OF
11E11 HOME IN CITY.

AT

Popular Voung Woman Will Be
Itaried in Oak Grove Cemetery
Tomorrow.

Miss Estella; Davis died
at her
home, 427 Clark street, lest night
about 11: 34) oaslock of Bright's disease. Miss Davis was 24 years old.
and was well known and •0•ItilFr
She is survived by her mother, thgee
sleters. Mrs. H. H. Carl, of San Franclaw, Mrs, Anna ateCartney and Mrs.
Albert Hawkins, of this city; and two
brothers, Mr, Nathaniel Davis. of Oklahoma City, and Mr. James Davis, a
clerk in Culley's store.
The funeral will be held tomorrow
afternoon at 2 o'clock M the residence. the Rev. M. E. Dodd. -pastor
of the First Baptist church, officiating. The burial will be In Oak
Grove cemetery.

i lest

CRYSTAL THEATRE

I A PLAYHOUS/E.
WORTH WHILE

to11' PEBRPARY lab 1

ALL TI1S
A Jovial Pair

I NEXT WEEK

COMMENCING
MONDAY

MARCH 2

ii
Ounsideeed, and rlitilletyLneth the

Entertainment
greatest act In rauderial
that Really
Brown
ADVANCES Brown 4 scarecrow's
VAUDEVILLE
Presenting The
Dream."

BEST SEATS

10
CENTS
A Long Laugh in Me
Motion Pictures.

Excot ric Comedian,
cc-lie noe

Wills and Barrow

I NEXT WEEK'

in a LI tlarious Farce

ituremoat

A tuories'S

Novelty

The Danoing MeentrIques

Eiuilibrist

Coulter and Moon

Earl McClure
-,

The 130ye with Educated Feet

.Performlog Seemingly I inposMelody that will live forever in
the inensory of Vaducah
musts lemma,

si b le Feats

T

par Cs-

Musical Bram

e

Destroyer

fir

Melancholy

Ohlman Trio

DICHARD
MOEHLER

Dixe's Society Entertainer

e
Z
I t
The Eastern Novelty Hit
x
r
HELEN
STUART
AND
COMPANY
1.
12
12
in a Clever Dramatic Playette
A
A
Latest Illustrated Songs - New Moving

Pictures

Jack Rollens
'Nome Singer.''

Pictured Melodies

-r
- -and remained till el o'clock. She had then enter her requite tnede to Paduabout 125 passenger); from Pittsburg. cah from Galooilda and return. The
She is bound for New Orleans 40 et- Hoyt) had an entire new hull put on
tend the Mardi Gras.
and repairs done to other parts, of
The Joe Fowler got ha from Ev- the boat.
Palmer-W. H. Pollaud. 'Evanse ibis morning an4
.kit two
S. C. Baker, clerk of the 'learner
A. H. Slates. Louisville; MeD.
ville;
'1.14
BE
GEORGE
MACEY
WANTI4
hours later on her return trip. she Saltine. of the Tennessee Hue, left
1111141E.D. HE SAS.
Feresison,
Ls t.iiter; C. G. Beale,
had a fair trip of freight.
'ea.t alich't for Patitteah. Ky.. to Join
Evansville; F. T. Wooten, Buffalo;
The I. N. Hock returned from his boat. The Sakiria will sail Ws-dC. L. Kennedy, Chicagu; A. C. Bishoe.
Aiwa this morning with a tow of r.-I-42y for St. Loula.--Giobe-lientoNew Orleans: William L. Reed, Willogiosalswesailewreeasseweeswil empties. She will
up for se few crat.
Citieue clutraitte, Formerly l'avolintr ellsville: W. 'D. ‘Ve7ker, St. lama:
days .for repairs tee her queerer boat.
to Pielu.ale streets, in 1110soin
A. A. Hunter. Indianapolis; W. H.
The Dick POW:, r
in last night l'HIONiiNICNT
license.
Gill,
Y-ork;H. T. Tyler, Hickat. 9:30 from Cairo- with a big trip
ll
PROVI.E X MIT PADUc 1H.
man: C. W. Adams, Chicago: H. G.
07 freight. She-1 ft on, tine. this
sereeeineiseiseeleelwerseeissereigossise
Terrell, L0011,11143: 0, W. Mt-Cower,
morning for,...efwn the Otraead
Pwah
was the haat 1,4
Wanaville; C. H. Homier, St. Lens..
1
67 promThe Cjyde arrived from
last
Kentie ky roll must be of a higher
River Magee.
inent people from Pate
yestorBelvedere----Sol Dan, Memphis; C.
Cairo
44.4 0.2 rise nigbe and is taking on freight at the 'lay afternoon from I instil
than the dirt of Linnets, or else M. Diustuhl.
o'clock,
Memphis; Ilaetr
fall
wharfboat
leat.e.
today,
preparing
to
0.4
Chattanooga
7.4
Tho parts from the Smoky City is George Stae•y, newsboy and
St. Louis: J. B. Allen, Guthrie; J. S.
..a.11.)1, 3 41 fan for the Tennessee i'aer at II: let toCincinnati
streets
of
Pafamiliar on the
making the trip down the river lo
Miller, Owensboro: Tom Hayden,
night
39.6 0.9
Evansville
are better Rock Castle; T. J. Deer, Cincinnati;
, N. w Orleans to attend Mardi Gnee. geants. thinks his chances
t.5 taT The George Vow-ling Is doing
Florence
The steamer Queen City has been of entering the pearly gate it buried Robert L. Arnold and wife, Baltiifc.-SK 2.9 fall good paisenger lousiness arid freighti .haricrod for the trim-and sa enjoyJohnsonville
Is Oak Grove cemetery. Stacey has more. . A. Anderson, St. Louie; H
trade
between
Metrole
Paducah
and
o
i
l
s
.
f
a
Louisville
- 12.3 3.6
able trite is pramisert While in the *sea out of tbe city for some Mom• T. Lightfoot. city: Retrace Melton
CS
22.5 0.3 fall
Mt. Cartriel
two hours, the party came.and yesterday Chief of Police Coil.4.0 and wife. St...1.4onta;, W. H. Ward: Mecity on
12.6 0.7 laid The towboat Cagle will leave' to-- into the business dietrict and gave
Nashville
was surprised to receive a letter freer tropolis; D. L. Dacis. Chicago.
for St Louis With a tow o
4.6 0.1
Pittsburg
Paducah ssverat _good. worda. Mem- Stacey_ skr4ag SW if he-died he tireabe
New Richmond -W. C. Wright.
alte_
reeelvok.
orders
tologs.
ier
St. Is011s
11: 4.1
bers-of the aweer twevatitted-- reoortal ed to be burial... hi Oak Grove cease- Bechanan; T. W. Luttrell. "Mason
fall
41.0 1.2
Mt. Vernon
Midis; W. E Verb*, Anna: C. T.
The City of Saltillo will enter the business men. that theysseinid remain tfry. Stacey Is In the county
40.9 .0.1
Paducah
Louis and _Tenneesee riser trade longer here on the return trip. and tarlum at Lawreneeville, Ill.. suffer Sturm. Lincoln: A. Li Williams.
fall
St.
2_ 4.5 14,1
Burside
preparsaione; magi be made Mr give tag from horns -sustained by ea eX- ainetsalear:-Itre.
--R:T.: Hardy and
7.0 0.3 fall either l'aursdae or Friday -of this tio• party -a nice rtl-cptioa when they
Carthage
..
p:OdIrtg 0:1 lamp. Furthermore Stsoes daughter, Deprion; C. E. IlindseY.
week,
making
fir.t
her
tripup
II
here'
fall
begin
to
The Ohio will
return.
wants the best oolile ttiat can be Norma*: C. M. Scott. Lovelace-vine-4
Tennessee river. The City of Samoatomorrow.
•
bought and wants Chief Collin* to John C. Parsecs, Sm.thland; W. H.
nah will enter, the same trade rimer
•
"They fel me, Mts. Jones, your ha‘e (hare* of all arrallitements.
Seaver. Smithland; J. W. Chandler.
The river stage at, 7 o'clock this 1311Stacey is a unique character. lie--Ilmlianan; C. E. 'Illaarhard, Gob.
lDick Willis,,,,pareer on tbe Dna leasliend is suffering from
sime
read feet, a rise of .1
meriting
suffering foam
yeaordny morning. Rion fall buttons he coeds:' R. ltlibertams. Msieray; 0.
'afro las been sick. is
wore a:1 the badge*
.
. to resutue
only he can't sleep °elts."
on the boat.
'Quid find. on his coat.
has• yoke Neff. Ste Meld.
'
'
Inches.
There is about. two days more
like a foghorn and (Inertia remember
fronti work
'
The Georgia Lee arrived
papers
to be done on. the Waal: while
Fortunately, Were Is seldom any his shrill yoke ;Chirp
Pleasures we anticipate pe!dolli
Cincinnati last night about 10 o'elock she Is on the drY docks. She will need of brain In a Iozç fakir.
the streets
irOMP Up to the specillkstke
IMP of the largest triple _everj
brought down the Ohio by the Lee
lfdantraftfebqf
line' boat. She was here only long
enough to put off and take on freight
then pulled out for Memphis.
The Buttoeff arrived this' morning
from Clarksville and Left at ,noon for
Nashville With a big tr:p of freight
The Queen City arrived at radiieah at 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon
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Special Selling This Week of

Those Waists Are

•

SKIRTS, JACKETS AND SUITS

Going Fast
THE first day of the Shirt
Waist Sale saw over
three hundred waists leave
the store. Tomorrow we will
place in the sale new lots.
This is your, opportunity to
get %four spring waists at a
meriftrifle. Grasp it.
Here is the way they are
going:
Regular $1.25 Waists',
98c
sale price__
Regular $1.75 Waists,
$1.29
sale price.
Regular $2.25 Waists,
$169
sale price
Regular $2.50 Waists,
$1,98
sale prke
Regular $3 00 Waists,
sale_ price
Regular $.3.50 Waists,
:
2 19
$2;49
sale frilice

•.2
e

Ilartd Tailored Skirts

-some

qualities
can
, •
_
Nobby Jackets for Spring
A nice bobby Spring Jacket In tan covert or some nice light suited material, or perhaps black cloth IS
very useful and adds very much to any womp's wardrobe. Now we are showing an immense line of thew

No

Waists

Will be
Exchagged

&net any
Correct Styles In Suits

STORE
No Wants

Sent an
4pprovai

It)

During this week we are putting forward out beet
Offering
exeepti. nal styles in Skirta.
As you kriolr our skirts are different from the 'voids,tier in style, tosterial and worktnanahip,„11111111 WW1
to
all these advantagegyOu can get one of our &WM for the tame money, and perhaps leas, than Werke
$1
be bought elaewhete.

jackets, indoor jackets seem to have s distinct difference In the taako-up from others we have seee.
more. All sizes.
.
Aut !ail! our prices

'
THE S477SFAC1'ORY

$4.98

.

Th.$Iyies this spring in Women's Suits are very attractive. The jacket and skirt mind have the proper
tailoring to give the exact effect that's it(juiced. Nets properly tailored trowel:0d salts can't be found every
place. They may look something like reel tailored goods, but it wild tell In the Wear. Now we sell with
all right for we are Pack of Wens.
our suits that comfortable feeling-you ku w they
J..

are

8.00
$4-.98.
to
$13.50
$12.50
to
$35.00

lffellinAGMT

.2.eArAtrosAteAte.1.;tedtrAteArAtiateAteAfileArottevoidteaft,;s0
tr1

t-

